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How the Right Shipping System Can Improve Your Bottom Line?

“The Amazon Effect” for today’s consumers is real – they want instant satisfaction. Not

only do they require the item they want to be in stock, they want it as soon as possible.

This increasingly puts pressure on retailers, distribution centers, third party logistics

(3PL) providers and carriers, to ensure that the item that was order arrives at the time

and place the consumer wants it. To help meet this demand, businesses are looking to

find the right multi-carrier shipping software that not only meets the needs of their

customers, but also helps improve their bottom line.

ProcessWeaver's certified shipping software automates both the inbound (shipments from

vendors) and outbound (shipments to customers) fulfillment processes. Their multi-

carrier shipping software ensures that shippers consistently meet all carrier and

customer/PO requirements for rating, routing, labeling, and document printing. Shipping

becomes more automated, so more orders get out with less labor required. Shipping

becomes more accurate, and customers are less impacted by shipping errors. And if

shippers use multiple carriers, there is a great opportunity to reduce transportation spend

by rate shopping. Since logistics touches all areas of a shipper’s business, the right

software empowers better shipping execution, and better shipping execution means

happy customers.

Processweavers’s Enterprise shipping software is integrated with 250+ carriers (small

parcel, LTL, FTL, 3PL) globally. Switching programs, re-keying critical shipping

information, and/or manually preparing documents will be a thing of the past! Our

shipping software has been designed to conveniently integrate with carriers and thus

eliminates the need for carrier legacy shipping systems. Our "all-in-one" shipping

software simplifies and automates the entire phase of shipping.
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Features & benefits of our multi carrier shipping software:

Pack & ship in one click

Accurately rate & route all shipments with carrier rate shopper

Print carrier compliant labels & documents

Electronically communicate with carriers, trading partners and customers

Track & Trace – monitor all shipment statuses

Automatically update Deliveries & Shipments

Receive Proof of Delivery

Eliminates the need for 3rd party systems. No middleware required.

Integrates with all SAP modules (CRM, WM, TM, SD etc.)

Increase your shipment visibility and reduce your shipping costs up to 30%.
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